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1996 : Year of Wonders

February: Deep Ble vs. Garry Kasparov
July: Sheep Dolly
October: Nobel prizes
December (Dec, 1 – Council of Ministers)
Dec 4: First afterwar shopping mall
Curfew – still on power till 22.12
Dec 25 JP PTT internet connection

The Human Rights Center in Sarajevo (HRC) was established in 
1996 by the University of Sarajevo with support from the 
several international organizations. (Center was inaugurated on 
Dec 16, 1996. Started operations Jan 1, 1997

The aim of the Center is to contribute to the realization of 
internationally recognized human rights. This should be 
accomplished through information and documentation, 
teaching, counseling, research and reporting.

CM COE  R(79)16

…research in this field should not necessarily 
be limited to legal studies but also concern 
the historical, sociological, psychological, and 
economic aspects of human rights…

Implementing interdisciplinary reasearch projects
Publishing academic and expert publications 
Dissemination of given research results to academic 

and general public

Implementing Recommendation 
R(79)16 of Committee of 
Ministers of the Council of 
Europe on promoting 
reasearches in field of 
human rights in membering 
countries of the Council of 
Europe

Implemented reasearch projects in field of 
human rights 

Drafting and implementing interdisciplinary curricula  
in the field of human rights

Building data base of experts in thefield of human 
rights 

Setting quality and heterogenity of educational 
programmes 

Providing inpulse to development of inovative 
programmes 

Implementing Resolution (78) 41 
of Committee of ministers of 
the Council of Europe on 
teaching human rights 

Implementing Recommendation 
1346 (1997) of Council of 
Europe Parliamentary 
Assembly  in field of human 
rights

Developed, promoted and 
implemented interdiciplinary/multidisciplinary 

education in field of human rights. 

MeasuresPrirority goalStrategic Guideline

Continued aquisition of academic and expert literature 
for needs of students, reasearchers and teachers 
in the field of human rights 

Expert analysis and processing information of all 
forms (traditional and digital information 
carriers) 

Active dissemination of information
Active role in projects of informational literacy 

Respecting IFLA regulations of Glasgow 
declaration on libraries, 
informational centres and intellectual 
freedom

Established efficient library-
information system

Drafting annual report regarding condition of Human 
Rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Implementation of research about perception of human 
rights in legal conscience of citizens of BiH

Respecting Principle VII  included in 
Helsinki Final Act (OSCE Helsinki 
Final Act)

Published annual report regarding 
condition of human rights in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 

MeasuresPrirority goalStrategic Guideline
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My grandma always said that God made
libraries so that people didn't have any 

excuse to be stupid.

(Joan Bauer)

About Human Rights Centre Library

Established 1996
Till March 1999 traditional library
Since March 1999 changing goal to LIBRARY 
WITHOUT WALLS
From “Ptolemaic” to “Copernican” Library

1albAlbanian

1corCornish

1ladLadino

1hebrHebrew

1latLatin

1hunHungarian

2chuChurch Slavonic

3mulMultiple languages

3itaItalian

3slaSlavic (Other)

3freFrench

6rusRussian

7scro///

10undUndetermined

10czeCzech

12slvSlovenian

64gerGerman

79engEnglish

327sccSerbian

199bosBosnian

717polPolish

2030scrCroatian

Number of itemsMARC Language 
Codes

Language

Search query was: PLACE OF 
PUBLISHING: SARAJEVO, 
DATES: 0000-2005.

Checked is field 008, character 
positions 35-37 

Result: 4482 RECS

Worst Case Scenario?

Monograph Production: 
SU:Terrorism

2000: 150 books on terorism in English, 
2001 : 1.108 published books (the majority 
being published in the last three months of 
that year), 
2002: 1.767 were published, which presents 
34 new books weekly 
2003: 1.200 books were published. 

But, who is Librarian?
The librarian is a seeker who helps you, the
activist, boldly go where no one has gone
before. 
Think of the librarian as an astronomer 
whose mission is to put knowledge to work to 
help you, the astronaut, attain your goals. 
Librarians will not tell you what to do or what 
to think, but they can give you a broader 
picture, environmental background and 
detailed map of that metaphorical Milky Way.
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Why wee need Librarian?
When you return from your mission your
librarian can take all the information you
collected and process it, including it in a
collection or database that others can 
access.
Librarians can also guide you through the
multidimensional collective human memory,
stored not only in libraries and cyberspace,
but also in documents and collections that a
busy activist may not have time to find.
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More... WiP

Human Rights Observatory
SCERSCIDA
BA MEMORIES
HRR 2011 (ETA MARCH 2012)
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Summary


